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MATHS WORDS FOR LITTLE PEOPLE 

Helen Mortimer & Cristina Trapanese

Money



Coins 
Since long, long ago, people 
have used money.

Look at 
these old 

coins!



Bzzz! Today grown-ups use coins, 
notes, cards, watches and phones  
to pay for things.

That is why we can see 
old coins in museums.  



How much? 
Coins are worth different amounts. The 
number on each coin tells us how much 
each one is worth. Coins come in different 
sizes and shapes.   

1p (one penny)

1 2

5

2p (two pence)

5p (five pence)

There are 
one hundred 
pennies in a 

pound!



Bzzz! Now we know about 
coins, it’s time to go shopping!

10 20

£150

10p (ten pence) 20p (twenty pence)

50p (fifty pence) £1 (one pound)



What does it cost?  
We can find out how much something costs 
by looking at the price on a tag or ticket. 

A bus ticket to the 
shops costs 5p!




